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Emotion: SensoryRepresentation,Reinforcement,
and the TemporalLobe
Robert W. Kentridge and John P. Aggleton
Department of Psychology, University of Durham, U.K.

In this article emphasisis placed on the reciprocal relationships between
reinforcers and the central representationsof extrinsic stimuli. It is argued
that an understanding of these processeswill prove crucial in an understanding of how adaptive stimulus representationscan be formed and how
such representationscan come to elicit emotions. It is proposed that the
evolutionary origin of emotions, which are primarily seen as energising
signalsof survival value, arose from the need to sensitisean animal in the
absenceof appropriate signalsof reinforcement. Evidence is provided that
many of these functionstake place in the primate temporal lobe.

IN T R OD U C TION
This article will examinethe logical stagesby which extrinsicstimuli are
first representedand then linked with reinforcingconsequences.
It will be
argued that reinforcers occupy a pivotal role in emotional behaviour and
that the existenceof emotion is inextricablylinked with mechanismsof
learning about reinforcersand, hence, responsiveness
to reinforcers.In
particular,we proposethat a signalwhich is independentof reinforcement
is requiredfor organismsto assimilatenovel stimuli into existingrepresentational schemesand to refine representations
when expectationsof reinforcement are not met. Such signals form the evolutionary origin of
emotion.It followsthat an understandingof theseprocesses
will leadto an
understandingof the initial neuralstagesof emotion.It will alsobe argued
that many of theseprocessesare locatedin the temporallobes.
The first part of the articlewill examinetheseprocesses
from a theoretical standpoint,while later sectionswill seehow thesetheoreticalconstructs
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compare with the experimental findings. An underlying premise running
throughoutthis accountis that emotionsare of benefitto the organism,i.e.
they have survival value. Although the theoretical model proposedhere is
derived from a computational approach drawing on parallel distributed
processingmodels,it inevitably comesto sharefeatureswith more psychological theories of emotion (e.9. Lazarus, Averill, & Opton, 1970;Mandler, 1980;Scherer,1984;Oatley and Johnson-Laird,1987).

A SYNTHETIC
MODEL
We shall start our analysiswith a synthetic model in the spirit of Braitenberg (1984). Living organisms need to cope with a complex, changing
environment.While someadaptationto the generalform of the environment
will occur at the evolutionary and epigenitic levels, there will often be a
requirementfor adaptationwithin an organism'slife span.For somereliable,
consistentenvironmental changesthis challengemay be met by structural
modifications, but for more unpredictable events this adaptability may
constitutelearning.This processof learningcannotbe viewedin isolation
from other forms of adaptation (Plotkin & Odling-Smee,1984). For
example,it is to be expectedthat an organismwill be adaptedto tranceive
signalsfrom the environment which correlate in someway with its survival
and/or reproductivepotential.
Let us consider a primitive animal which simply has receptors for
nutrient chemicals.This organism'sonly short-term adaptation may be to
maximisechemicalintake by following concentrationgradientsusing its
receptors. [n a more complex world somechemicalsmay harm the organism while others are beneficial,in which case the organismmay have
receptorsfor both setsof chemicalsand follow gradientswhich optimise a
particularbalancebetweengood and bad.
The next stageof adaptivesophisticationis to go beyond such direct
tropisms. A chemical which in itself is not a "good" chemical may often
occur in proximity to the good chemical.If this secondsubstanceis easier
to detect than the good chemical(e.g. becauseit diffusesfurther) then it
will be adaptiveto have receptorsfor this secondsubstanceand follow
gradientsof its concentrationswhich will lead in turn to the nutrient
chemical.It is the nature of receptorsthat they are sensitiveto a rangeof
stimuli. Our organismthereforehasthe potentialto detectchemicalswhich
in the evolutionarypast may not havebeenlinked with either good or bad
chemicals.If we can show that theseneutral signalsare of value then it is
likely that someorganismswill haveadaptedto utilisethem. A simple,but
often effectivestrategy,would be to respondto thesesignalchemicalsin
the sameway asthe organismrespondsto the chemicalwith which they are
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associated(e.g. approach, withdraw). Thus it can be seen that provided
such correlations can be detected, then adaptation can proceed via a
processof stimulus substitution.
As we increasethe sophisticationof our organismlet us considerhow the
tools needed to perform stimulus substitution could be used to greater
advantage. With increasing sophistication it can be assumedthat our
organism can detect a wider range of sensory signals. It does not yet,
however, have the ability to integrate different signalsthat may occur in
proximity with one another. It can easily be shown, however, that under
certain circumstancesthis limitation could have disastrousconsequences.
Imagine an organism that relies on competition between independent
stimulussubstitutions.Furthermore,supposethat this organismlikes "red
stuff", likes "green stuff', but that "red and green striped stuff is
harmful. Direct activation of approachbehaviourvia red receptorsand via
green receptorsis clearly incompatiblewith avoidanceof the red and green
poison. What is required is the ability to form a separaterepresentation
correspondingto "red and green" and to be able to make associationswith
this representation.
This new requirement qualitatively changesthe nature of the learning
associaproblem. Learningis no longer a simpledirect stimulus-response
tive process but must involve the formation of representationswhich
determine the relationship between stimulus and response.The indirect
link between the stimulus and the consequencesof a responsemakes the
construction of useful representations difficult. As representationsare
made up of a number of parts, eachof which may play a role in representing other classesof stimuli, it is hard to assessthe contribution of one part
of a representationto the usefulnessof the representationas a whole. The
solutionof such"credit assignment"problems,is, however,centralto the
formation and refinement of-the type of representationsrequired to take
our organismbeyond simple trophic learning.Indeed, it may be that the
ability to form suchcomplexrepresentationscorrespondsto the emergence
of "cognition".
It can be seenthat insteadof relying on associationsbasedon raw stimuli
it becomesnecessaryto identify combinationsof stimuli (representations)
which discriminatebetweengood, bad, or indifferent circumstances.These
"combinations" are likely to correspondwith pertinent featuresof particular objects or groups of objects in the environment.The problem of
selecting which features to integrate can be approachedin two different
ways. First, and most obviously,stimuluscombinationscan be classified
when they occur in conjunction with important events.An alternative,
serial solution is to classifylikely stimuluscombinationsbefore the arrival
of the important event. Classificationin this casewill initially depend on
regularitiesin the stimuli encountered.Modification of representations,
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rather than their initial construction, will then take place when important
eventsoccur.
The problem with the first approachis that if somethingvery important
has occurred it would be best to concentrateresourceson associatinga
value with the event rather than on the far more complex problem of
forming a distinctiverepresentationof that event. Furthermore, the formation of a representationwhich discriminateseventson the basisof complex
conjunctions of features (as is required here) must inevitably require a
large number of training trials (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986).It
would clearly be to the organism'sadvantageto have developeda reasonable basis for classifyingstimuli, and hence for responding to them, in
circumstanceswhere the organism's responseis not critical (i.e. in the
absenceof important events).
The alternativeapproachminimisestheseproblemsby regularly classifying together coincident sets of features irrespectiveof whether an important event has occurred. This form of classificationresemblesstatistical
methods such as principal componentsanalysis.Such classificationcan be
constructedin parallel distributed processingsystemsusing "competitive
learning" networks (Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985).The preformed classifications produced by this initial processingthen form a starting point for
making associationswhen a significantevent does occur. While there may
be large overlapsbetweenthesesetsthere may be particular combinations
of featureswhich discriminatewell betweengroupsof coincidentstimuli. It
is these combinationsthat will be of particular value for classifyingthings
according to their associationswith biologically significant events. In
summary, it is supposedthat all incoming stimuli are processedfor the
purpose of detectingfeature combinationswhich allow someclassification
merely basedon maximising discriminability of commonly occurring clusters. When a significant event occurs associationsare formed using these
prior classificationsas a starting point. In this way it can be seenthat it is
only a precise, reciprocal link between stimulus classificationand reinforcersthat allows the animal to form representationswhich will be of survival
value.
We have discussedhow information abstractedfrom stimuli may be used
to form feature classificationswhich are then associatedwith different
types of reinforcer. The presenceof reinforcers(or of stimuli whoseclassis
associatedwith reinforcement) may then induce behaviour. We have not
yet had to appealto anything other than stimuli and reinforcers.There are,
however, circumstancesin which an organism is confronted by stimuli
which are not associatedwith any reinforcer and yet it is to the organism's
benefit to respond.For example,it may be important to learn about novel
stimuli as they may potentially be hazardousand demandrapid changesin
ongoing behaviour. As a consequenceit will be adaptive for novel stimuli
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to potentiate associativelearning and behaviourally arousethe organism.
Now stimuli themselvesare assumedto be neutral, so the stimulus itself
cannot directly provoke behaviour, some additional signal must be required. This signalcan only be provided by the mismatchbetweena novel
stimulus and the classificationsproduced by prior experience.
The crucial point about the internally generatedsignal describedabove
in
is that it inducesa level of behaviouraland psychologicalresponsiveness
that
strictly
appropriate
to
the
currently
the organism over and above
perceived, or expected, value of reinforcement. In the case of novelty
describedabove, the currently perceivedvalue of reinforcementis nil, yet
it is adaptive for the organism to learn and to be aroused. If the novel
stimulus turns out to be benign then habituation will occur as the stimulus
is integrated into some classification.If, on the other hand, the stimulus
has important consequencesthen the organismis prepared to respondto,
and learn about it. A similar requirement for learning in the absence
of reinforcement arises when reinforcement associatedwith a stimulus
classfails to occur. Here again there is no external reinforcing signal to
induce learning and any signal induced by the value of reinforcement
associatedwith the stimulus is in error-an independentsignal to induce
learning is required. Similar cases can be made for the utility of an
internally generated psychologicaland behavioural arousal signal in circumstanceswhere there is a mismatch between the expected and actual
magnitudes of the reinforcing consequencesof a stimulus (cf. "contrast
effects", Crespi, 1942).
The internal signal we have proposed above serves to prepare the
organismto learn and respondin situationswhere the currently perceived
value of reinforcement alone may not justify action, but where novel or
unexpectedcircumstancesmay urgently require it. This signal, in the form
we have just describedit, can be seenasa precursorto emotion. Once such
a signal is availablein somecircumstances(e.g. presenceof novel stimuli)
it may then be of further adaptivevalue to useit in other critical situations.
For example, in the presenceof particularly strong reinforcers it may be
adaptive to recruit this "emotional" signal in addition to the explicitly
available reinforcing signal so as to maximise the organism'sresponsivenessin a critical situation. In this way the ability to prepare, or energise,
the organism in the face of important events could arise both for novel
stimuli and for familiar stimuli already linked with critical consequences.
These emotional signalswill facilitate changesin behaviouralpatterns and
play an energisingrole in responseto reinforcers. Although these central
signals are tightly linked with, they remain independent from signalsof
reinforcement.
So far we have ignored some of the problems posedby intra- and interspeciescompetition. Theseproblemsmay include competition for the same
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nutrient supply, competition for safe territories, and competition for a
mating partner or partners (assumingthe value of sexualreproduction). In
dealing effectively with these demandsthe energisingsignals may often
help adaptive behaviour. But for some of these problems there is a
different strategy which is far less costly in terms of energy and even
personalrisk. This strategyis to signalbehaviouralintent and to operate a
code of social "rules" which permit the recipientsof suchsignalsto behave
appropriately. In many respectsthis sophistication appears qualitatively
different to the presenceof energisingsignals,but both share a common
origin in a system which induces behaviour in the absenceof explicit
reinforcing signals.As there may often be a need to switch between the
energising 4nd social signalling functions, or allow them to complement
one another, these two different abilities will remain closely interconnected.
Although theseviewsof emotion have been derived from an analysisof a
theoretical, sophisticatedorganism, immediate counterpartscan be found
among theories of emotions derived from quite different levels of
approach.To take a particular view it has been arguedthat emotionsare a
means of gaining control over important events that relate to survival
(Plutchik, 1980). That is, emotional behaviour is rarely random but is
directly related to precedingtriggering eventsin a way that will reducethe
threat of a bad event or increase the likelihood of a good event. As a
consequence,emotionscan be seenasboth reactionsto important environmental events and preparatory to some event which is perceivedas about
to occur. The better an organismis able to predict future eventsthe more it
is able to utilise this secondtype of response.As a consequence,cognitive
capacities and emotional responsivenesswill be interdependent so that
learning abilities will be directly related to the range and variety of
emotions expressedby an organism.
At a more formal level it has been argued that emotion has two main
functions: (1) to increasethe chancesof survival when confronted by a
possible emergency; and (2) to communicate intended behaviours or
actions(Plutchik, 1980;Oatley & Johnson-Laird,1987).The first of these
categoriesemphasisesthe energising role of emotions while the second
emphasisesthe social role. These two functions can be seen as matching
on to the "emotional signals" in our theoretical organism.

THEVISUALELICITATION
OF EMOTIONS
This section will consider the ways in which visual stimuli may elicit
emotions and so examine the correspondencebetween theoretical constructs in emotion and neural realities. Nearly all of the experimental
findings will be taken from researchon monkeys. The selectionof vision
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mainly reflects the greater amount of researchin this modality and it is
assumedthat very similar storieswill apply to other sensorymodalities.
Arising from the striatecortex, V1 (areaOC), visualinformationin the
monkey brain can be divided into three streams(Fig. 1; Ungerleider&
Mishkin, L982;Boussard,Ungerleider,& Desimone,in press).There is a
dorsal streamrunning towardsthe posterior parietal cortex concernedwith
visuospatialperceptionand visuospatialperformance("location"), a middle stream running into parts of the superior temporal sulcusconcerned
with stimulus movement, and a ventral stream running into the inferior
temporal lobe concernedwith stimulusidentity (Ungerleider&'Mishkin,
1982;Boussardet al., in press).With regard to emotion it will often be
identity and not location or movementwhich primarily allows an animal to
defure the particular stimulus associatedwith an important consequence.
This meansthat the ventral stream is likely to be pre-eminentfor arousing
emotionalresponsesto objects.
It must, however,be rememberedthat "identity" canbe regardedasjust
one of several visual componentsand that there will be occasionswhen
place, or combinationsof place and identity, place and movement, or
identity and movement will be uniquely associatedwith the important
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//

FlG. 1. Lateral view of the macaquebrain showingthe courseof the three putative visual
streams(Boussardet al., in press).The superiortemporal sulcushasbeenopenedfor clarity.
Outline arrows indicate inputs to the amygd.ala.Abbreviations: A, amygdala;PP, posterior
parietal cortex; STS, superior temporal sulcus.
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event. These combinationswill, as a consequence,involve other corticocortical streamswhich may, in turn, influencedifferent subcorticalsystems
involved in emotional behaviour. To take a concreteexample,the sight of
alarge, strangedog might not provoke any apparent emotion, but if the
dog were running directly towards you the situation could feel quite
different. This simple examplehighlightsthe need to involve brain regions
which receive information concerning different visual componentsof an
event before appropriate emotional consequencescan occur. As will be
seen shortly, the same logic can be extended to apply to cross-modal
information about the sameevent.
The ventral streampassesthrough the prestriatecortex to reach areaTE
in the ventral temporal lobe. Evidence from lesion studieshas led researchers to argue that area TE is involved in stimulus classification(Dean,
1976;Weiskrantz& Saunders,1984;Gaffan, Harrison, & Gaffan, 1986).
More specificallyit has been argued that area TE is concernedwith the
storageof object-centredprototypes, necessaryfor associativelinks (Weiskrantz & Saunders,1984),for encodingan additive "distributed trace" of
sensoryattributes useful for making particular discriminations(Gaffan et
al., 1986),or, more generally,for the formation and storageof the central
representationof visual stimuli (Mishkin, 1982).
Electrophysiological recordings in area TE have confirmed that this
region is almost solely visual and that the neurons have large receptive
fields, some of which appear to respond selectively to highly complex
stimuli including faces and hands (Desimone, Albright, Gross, & Bruce,
1984; Rolls & Bayliss, 1986). Further evidencethat the function of this
region correspondsto the first of our theoretical stages(the creation of
useful, high-level sensoryrepresentations)comesfrom the finding that TE
neurons may continue firing following the removal of a visual stimulus
(Fuster & Jervey, 1982;Miyashita& Chang, 1988).In addition, there is
evidence that TE neurons can cqme to preferentially respond to stimuli
which are temporally adjacent to one another (Miyashita, 1988). These
sensory-sensoryassociationsare of particular interest as they reflect components of the mechanismthat allows the creation of complex representations dependent on spatial and/or temporal covariance (the mechanism
that allows the distinction of "red and green stuff" from either "red stuff"
or "green stuff").
The need to be able to form a conjoint representation(e.g. red and
green) which is independentof its componentfeaturesposesproblems for
the type of model proposedin Gaffan et al. (1986).The additive nature of
their distributed trace model doesnot allow representationsinvolving such
complex conjunctions to be formed. For example, the distributed trace
model would need a "red and green" attribute in addition to separate
"red" and "green" in order to solve our simple "avoid red and green
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striped things" example. There is, however, nothing in the distributed
trace model which allows such feature conjunctionsto be identified.
The prototyping schemein Weiskrantz and Saunders(1984)is basedon
the proposal of Marr (1982) that the primal sketch must be transformed
from its viewer-centredcoordinate systeminto representationswhich are
object centred. Weiskrantz and Saunder'sresults support such a role for
part of the inferotemporal cortex. A role of this type cannot, in itself,
explain results such as those of Miyashita (1988)which indicate a role for
area TE in the formation of arbitrary stimulus classifications.
Our model has assumedthat complex representationsof objects can be
formed in area TE from more basic sensoryinputs. It seemslikely that a
representationalsystemshould maximise the information in its output in
terms of abstract classesor features while minimising the needlesstransmissionof lower order sensoryinformation(e.9. raw sensoryinformation,
spatialinformation, etc.). Effectively, the collectivereceptivefields of units
involved in later aspectsof representation must cover the entire visual
field. Linsker (1988;1989a,b, Notes | &2) hasdescribeda computational
systembasedon sucha hierarchy in which the effectivereceptivefield sizes
become progressively larger while coding progressively more complex
stimulus qualities. Although Linsker's systemhas been consideredas a
model of early visual processing(Linsker, 1988)it could clearly be used as
the computational basis for the representationalfunctions of area TE
proposedhere (in conjunction with subsequentreinforcementbasedlearning). A model of this type is consistentwith both Miyashita's (1988) and
Weiskrantzand Saunder's(1984)resultsand may go someway to explaining the great size of receptive fields in anterior inferotemporal cortex
(Gross, Rocha-Miranda,& Bender, 1972).This model is also in accord
with the finding that the rostral portion of TE, which provides the densest
"forward" projections to both cortical and limbic targets (Turner,
Mishkin, & Knapp, L980;Ungerleider,Gaffan, & Pelak, 1989),contains
neurons with larger receptive fields than those in the more caudal portion
of area TE (Desimone& Gross, 1979).
If area TE correspondsto the first of the series of functional areas
outlined in our theoretical organism then a number of consequences
follow. One consequenceis that subsequent"downstream" functions will
be disconnected,and hence disrupted, by removal of area TE. This
prediction is borne out by the finding that area TE lesionsseverelyimpair
the ability to identify novelty, asmeasuredby the delayednonmatching-tosample task (Mishkin & Oubre, 1976),and the ability to make objectreinforcement associations, as measured by win-stay lose-shift tasks
(Spiegler& Mishkin, 1981;Weinstein,Saunders,& Mishkin, 1989).That
area TE itself is not responsiblefor these other functions comesfrom the
finding that damage to "downstream" areas to which area TE projects,
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directly or indirectly (e.9. the hippocampus,rhinal cortex, and amygdala)
can produce similar impairmentson thesesametestsof object recognition
(Mishkin, 1978)and object-rewardassociations(Weinsteinet al., 1989).
Other evidencefor the involvement of regionsbeyond areaTE comesfrom
the failure to find TE units that signalfamiliarity or novelty and the failure
to find afferent information explicitly signallingthe presenceor absenceof
rewards (Rolls, Judge, & Sanghera,1977;Ridley, Hester, & Ettlinger,
1977).
A further reason to examine those structures"downstream" from area
TE is that regions such as the amygdala,hippocampus,and rhinal cortex,
all receive polysensory information. This is important for two reasons.
First, many biologically important events are composedof stimuli from
more than one sensory modality and it may not be until the different
modalitiesare combinedthat a stimuluscan be unambiguouslyidentified as
good, bad, or neutral (Aggleton & Mishkin, 1986).Even within a modality
it may only be a combination of identity and place, for example, that
identifies a critical event. Second,it would be very inefficient in terms of
processingcapabilities to treat all sensorysystemsas independent. With
theseconsiderationsin mind it should be noted that both the amygdalaand
the hippocampusreceive information from all sensorymodalities (Aggleton & Mishkin, 1986;Insausti,Amaral, & Cowan, 1987).
The first of the dowstream functions reflects the need to distinguish
familiar from unfamiliar stimuli. This follows from the assumptionthat
novel events may prove to be of particular importance, often requiring
specialdegreesof attention, while familiar eventswill have a past history.
As a consequence,it will be of value to abstractthis information to ensure
appropriate behavioural responseswhen necessary.Although the actual
novelty/familiar match for visual objects will depend on sensoryrepresentations, and henceon areaTE, there is no requirementthat the matching
mechanism itself is in area TE. Any structure responsible for such a
mechanismis, however, likely to receive inputs, either directly or indirectly, from throughout area TE. This matchingfunction is made all the
more complex by the fact that there will be occasionswhen a combination
of information from different sensesis needed to distinguish novelty.
Clearly, novelty detection need not be restricted to sensoryspecificassociation cortex. Even within a modality it may be the combinationof a
familiar stimulus in an unfamiliar place which signalsnovelty.
Experimental studies of the role of the temporal lobe structuresin the
recognition of novelty have relied heavily on the delayednonmatching-tosampletisk (Mishkin, 1978).In this task the subjectis shown a sample
object followed by a choice between the now familiar sample object and
a novel, alternative object. In the nonmatchingcondition, the subject
is rewardedfor selectingthe novel object, new pairs of objectstypically
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being usedfor every trial. Studiesusing this task have shown that removal
of either area TE, or both the amygdala and hippocampus results in
very severerecognition memory deficits (Mishkin & Oubre, 1976;Mishkin, 1978).In contrast,removal of just the amygdalaor the hippocampus
often produces remarkably mild impairments. As a consequenceit has
been argued that both of these regions are sensitiveto novelty and that
when one of them is damaged the other structure can compensate
(Mishkin, 1978).Recording studiesin the amygdalahave found evidence
that some units will respond most strongly to novel or unfamiliar stimuli
(Nishijo, Ono, & Nishino, 1988a) although it has proved difficult to
identify hippocampalunits which respond specificallyto either familiar or
novel stimuli (Brown, Wilson, & Riches, 1987).Units whose responsesto
visual stimuli decline rapidly with repeated presentation have, however,
been reportedin tissuein and adjacentto the rhinal sulcus(Brown et al.,
1987).Further attention to this region has come from recent evidencethat
removal of the rhinal and perirhinal cortices can produce a substantial
deficit on the delayed nonmatching-to-sampletask (Murray & Mishkin,
1986;Zola-Morgan, Squire, & Amaral, 1989).It may therefore be the case
that this region, which receivesinputs from an array of different sensory
modalities(Insaustiet al., 1987),and which projectsto subcorticalregions
including the amygdalaand hippocampus,will prove to have a particular
role in the signalling of novelty although this remains to be confirmed.
Whatever the outcomethere is evidencethat signalsof novelty are concentrated in particular brain sites receiving polysensoryinformation.
The next stageis to consider the linkage between sensoryrepresentations, whether familiar or novel, with the appropriate reinforcing events.
This function has often been ascribedto the amygdala. Support for this
notion comesfrom the finding that amygdalectomydisruptsone-trial tests
of object-rewardassociation(Spiegler& Mishkin, 1981;Phillips,Malamut,
& Mishkin, 1983)and relatedlearning-settasks(Schwartzbaum
& Poulos,
1965;Gaffan, Gaffan, & Harrison, 1988).Such experimentshave led to
the explicit proposal that the amygdalaenablesassociationsto be made
betweenvisual stimuli and primary reward (Gaffan et al., 1988).This is
consistentwith the discoveryof units within the amygdalawhose activity
may be modulatedby the affectivesignificanceof stimuli (Nishijo, Ono,
Nishino, 1988b), although there appear to be few, if any units, which
respondsolelyto rewardedstimuli (Rolls, 1986;Nishijo et al., 1988b).It is
alsothe casethat the anatomicalconnectionsof the amygdalaincludeboth
reciprocal links with all sensorymodalities and inputs from midbrain
regionsimplicatedin the signallingof reinforcement(Price, Russchen,&
Amaral, 1987).Within vision, the amygdalaappearsto receivesubstantial
inputs from regions concernedwith identity and movement but relatively
few regarding location (Aggleton, Burton, & Passingham,1980). This
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suggeststhat while the amygdalais very important for learning about the
significanceof objects it may be relatively unimportant for learning about
the affective significanceof places(Parkinson,Murray, & Mishkin, 1983).
That the amygdalais involved in emotional reactivity to objects had in
fact been known for severaldecades,the most important evidencecoming
from analysesof the famous Kluver-Bucy syndrome. The full syndrome,
which follows bilateral temporal lobectomy in monkeys, consistsof an
unnatural lack of emotional reactivity and a lack of appropriate social
behaviour, coupled with a range of other abnormalities including an
excessivetendency to examine objects, often orally, and changesin diet
(Kluver & Bucy, 1938).Attempts to fractionatethis syndromerevealed
that bilateral removal of the amygdala can produce the full hypoemotionality (Weiskrantz, 1956)while hippocampectomyhad little, if any,
effect.
The most acceptedexplanationof this bizarcesyndromeis that amygdalectomy leads to an uncoupling between sensory and affective systems,
which results in a failure to assignreinforcing signalswith the appropriate
causal stimulus. Elegant support for this proposal came from the finding
that completevisual disconnectionof an intact amygdalacould produce an
abnormal lack of emotional reactivity to visual stimuli (Downer, 1961;
Doty, Negrao, & Yamaga, 1973).This being so, a puzzleis left by the
finding that removal of area TE, thought to be the main sourceof visual
inputs to the amygdala, does not reproduce the emotional changes
observedafter amygdalectomy(Dean, 1976).One explanationis that there
are other routes by which visual information can reach the amygdala
independent of area TE. That these other sourcesalso derive from the
temporal lobe comes from the finding that extensive removal of the
temporal lobe neocortex does produce the emotional changescharacteristic of the Kluver-Bucy syndrome (Horel, Keating, & Misantone, L975).
One candidate is the tissue in the fundus and upper bank of superior
temporal sulcuswhich not only projects to the amygdalabut also conveys
visual information independentof area TE (Seltzer & Pandya, 1978;
Aggleton et al., 1980;Boussardet al., in press).
As a test of this possibility, the effects of removing area TE were
compared with the effects of removing both area TE and the adjacent
tissuein the fundus and upper bank of the rostral superior temporal sulcus
(Aggleton & Mishkin, in press). The additional damage resulted in a
clearer fall in emotional reactivity and an increasedtendency to examine
inedible objects, changesassociatedwith amygdalectomy.Furthermore,
the additional superior temporal sulcal damageexacerbatedthe effects of
area TE lesionson a serial reversaltask, on a learning-settask (Aggleton &
Mishkin, in press), and on a one-trial test of object-reward associations (Weinsteinet al., 1989).Thesefindingsall indicatethat the superior
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temporal sulcus, along with area TE, provides visual information to the
amygdala which is necessaryfor normal object-reward associations.The
inclusion of this sulcal tissue, along with area TE, not only extends the
"representation" zone but may also help explain some of the seemingly
small effectsof area TE lesionson certain visual discriminationtasks.such
as serial reversallearning(Dean, 1976;Gaffan et al., 1986).
It has already been pointed out that the formation of effective sensory
representationsrequires feedbackinformation concerningthe outcome of
an event. This necessityfits with the extensiveback projections from the
amygdala to visual associationcortex (Price et al., 1987). Indeed, these
projections extend far more caudally than do the direct "visual" afferents
to the amygdala,terminatingnot only in temporalareasTE and TEO but
also in the occipital areasOA, OB, and OC. These anatomicalfindings
indicate that thesecortical regions,which provide the visual information to
area TE, must also be influencedin order to set up an appropriate central
representation.As has been pointed out, sensoryclassifications
may be
basedon information from more than one modality. For this to occur there
must be the potential for interaction between different modalities and
signalsof reinforcement. Both anatomicaland behavioural evidenceindicatesthat the amygdalais involved in such functions (Murray & Mishkin,

1e85).
If the amygdalais involved in stimulus-reinforcementassociationsthen it
must not only project back upon sensorycortex but it must also influencea
range of effector systems linked with emotion and so, for example,
indirectly produce changesin autonomic function and motor behaviour.
The well-known projections from the amygdalato various hypothalamic
nuclei (Price et al., 1987), coupled with the projections from the central
nucleus of the amygdala to a variety of midbrain and brainstem regions
(Price & Amaral, 1981) offer a means by which the amygdalais able to
influence a wide range of autonomic and endocrine functions. Although
the amygdaladoes not project directly to cortical motor areasit doeshave
extensiveprojections to the ventral putamen, tail of caudate,and the basal
nucleusof Meynert (Price et al.,7987) which, along with its hypothalamic
projections, provide many potential interfaceswith motor systems(Cador,
Robbins, & Everitt, 1989).A considerationof the remainingamygdalar
efferents, which principally terminate in cortical "limbic" regions, such as
the cingulate gyrus, insula, entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, and orbital
frontal cortex, serves to highlight the fact that we have focused on a
particular aspect of emotion, and that these limbic regions would have
figured in a more comprehensiveaccountof the neural basisof emotions.
It has been repeatedly stressedthat a key element of emotional processesis learning about reinforcers. Given the survival advantageof learning
rapidly about the importance of environmentaleventsit follows that there
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should be selectionfor a systemwhich can learn in aslittle asone trial, and
it is known that the amygdala is involved in just such rapid associative
learning(Phillipset al., 1983;Gaffanet al., 1988).This type of learning,in
which the animal is able to remember a particular event, can be seen as
correspondingto "declarative" learning (Cohen & Squire, 1980),which is
thought to rely on limbic brain regions (Mishkin & Petri, 1984). It is,
however, now known that other brain systemscan support learning when,
for example, there are multiple learning trials which are widely spaced.A
dramatic example of this is the discoverythat removal of both the amygdala and hippocampusdoes not disrupt the learning of concurrent visual
discriminationtaskswhen there are intervalsof 24 hours betweeneachtrial
(Phillips, Malamut, Bachevalier,& Mishkin, 1988).It is suspectedthat this
type of learning, which has been called "habit" formation (Mishkin &
Petri, 1984) and can be seen as correspondingto "procedural" learning
(Cohen & Squire, 1980),relies on cortical-striatalconnections(Phillips et
al.,1988).
These findings raise the question of whether there might be "procedural" as well as "declarative" emotions, that is, emotions which are a
consequenceof procedural learning. Given that procedural learning is
usually regardedas an automatic processin which the subject lacks insight
into the manner in which the information is acquired, one might indeed
predict that much of our social skill learning is of a procedural nature
(Lewicki, 1986).The well-known finding that mere repeatedexposuresto
items can increasetheir preference and that this can be independent of
whether the item is recognisedas familiar (Zajonc,1980), would appearto
offer just such an example.That the learning of procedural tasksmay not
require a structure suchas the amygdaladoesnot, however, mean that the
relevant information is stopped from reaching the amygdala. There is
therefore no reason to believe that the amygdala is excluded from the
elicitation of any appropriate emotions during procedural learning. Indeed, studies on the effects of amygdalectomyin monkeys clearly show
that suchdamagedisruptsvirtually all aspectsof emotional responsiveness,
including socialbehaviour (Kling & Steklis, 1976).Thus the amygdalamay
still have a role in emotionally chargedprocedural learning. Descriptions
of the famous amnesicpatient H.M., who lacks both the amygdala and
hippocampusbut has preservedprocedural learning skills, have noted his
abnormally placid temperamentand the fact that he is rarely disturbed by
anything (Corkin, 1984). These anecdotal reports appear to support the
notion that these medial temporal limbic structures are involved in all
classesof emotion. but this assertionmust await confirmation.
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